The idea that 'participation' is an appropriate remedy for political (and other forms of) exclusion has become problematic: On the one hand, participatory approaches to 'communitybuilding', policy-making, and development are becoming increasingly popular. On the other hand, they are being questioned and challenged, even by people who are committed to the principle that people should not be excluded from debates and decision making processes that have significant effects on their lives. This article suggests that the concept of dignity, as it appears in the discourse of the Zapatistas in Mexico, might be a good basis for rethinking the debate around exclusion and participation. The discussion is structured around the problem areas identified by the critics of participatory approaches. For each of these problems, I
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A big part of the failure of many participatory approaches to deliver the 'empowerment' they preach stems from their tendency to emphasise 'local' contexts, 'community' and consensus at the expense of wider power structures, dissent and confrontational politics.
In this context, John Hailey speculates 'how much participative development owes its genesis to attempts by Western governments, and … Northern aid donors to limit the power and influence of political dissidents, freedom-fighters or radical Marxists '. 7 It is by no means clear, though, that 'political dissidents, freedom-fighters or radical Marxists'
are -or can provide -the answer. Their approaches to exclusion and marginalisation, indeed, have undergone a crisis of their own, and one that is not unrelated to issues of participation: Vanguardism, charismatic leadership, and the 'dictatorship of the proletariat' are hardly attractive alternatives to 'participation'. Nor, however, is acquiescence to existing patterns of power and communication. Is it possible to rescue the best elements of participatory approaches and confrontational politics without repeating their worst mistakes?
I would like to suggest that it is worth looking for clues in the discourse of the Zapatistas in Mexico. It is worth looking at the Zapatistas because they are the result of a confluence and confrontation of traditional Marxist-Leninist ideas about revolutionary struggle and ideas about participation and dialogue. It is also worth looking at them because they have been remarkably successful at opening up spaces for participation from a starting-point of extreme marginalisation. Finally, it is worth looking at them because their ideas have become influential in their own right, inspiring both theorists and activists. This is not to suggest that there are no problems with the Zapatistas' discourse and practices or that they are 'the answer'. The Zapatistas themselves have insisted that they 'neither want to nor are able to occupy the place that some would like us to occupy, the place from which all the opinions, all the routes, all the answers, all the truths emanate' 8 . Instead, they have suggested that 'we move forward by asking questions'. In this spirit, this article aims to raise a set of questions and to suggest that perhaps the Zapatistas do have a proposal -their insistence on dignity -that might help us 7 John Hailey, 'Beyond the Formulaic: Process and Practice in South Asian NGOs', ibid, p. 99.
8 Opening speech at the National Democratic Convention, 8.8.1994. 5 to move forward, beyond formulaic approaches to 'participation' on the one hand and exclusionary politics on the other.
What's wrong with exclusion (and right with participation)?
Participation may not be as straightforward an answer to exclusion as we might wish. Yet it is worth remembering that 'alternative critiques of participation do not simply arise from critical/radical approaches' but also from 'authoritarian, oppressive and interestprotecting' ones. 9 If we want to continue to defend the idea that there is something wrong with exclusion and something right with participation, it is worth reflecting on what this 'something' might be, on what it is that might distinguish critical/radical approaches from authoritarian and oppressive ones.
I suggested that it might be worth looking at the Zapatistas for clues. Here, then, is the first clue, from comandanta Susana, one of the indigenous women who joined the EZLN:
We are always behind, we haven't got the word. Always the mouth shut. Because of this we want that we women have our word. … That they respect us. Because before we could not say anything. Now, bit by bit, we are going to awaken, so that soon we may be able to speak and to see. What we want most is that they respect us.
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At one level, this is a statement about exclusion and the desire to participate. Yet it is more than that. It also contains a justification for why it might be important to participate:
'What we want most', Susana asserts, 'is that they respect us'. This justification constitutes the core of the Zapatistas' project. If the Zapatistas' struggle had to be summed up in one word, it would be this: Dignity. It is the emphasis on dignity that grounds the Zapatistas' commitment to a participatory politics. what it means not just through their struggle but also through a language that appeals both to the head and to the heart. In one of their formulations, dignity is a bridge.
It needs two sides that, being different, distinct and distant become one in the bridge without ceasing to be different and distinct, but ceasing already to be distant.
When the bridge of dignity is being made, the us that we are speaks and the other that we are not speaks.
On the bridge that is dignity there is the one and the other.
And the one is not more or better than the other, nor is the other more or better than the one.
Dignity demands that we are ourselves.
But dignity is not just being ourselves.
For there to be dignity the other is necessary.
Because we are ourselves always in relation to the other.
And the other is other in relation to us. … Dignity, then, is recognition and respect.
Recognition of what we are and respect for what we are, yes, but also recognition of what the other is and respect for that which is the other. … So dignity is the tomorrow.
But the tomorrow cannot be if it is not for all, for those who we are and for those who are other. … So dignity should be the world, a world where many worlds fit.
Dignity, then, is not yet.
So dignity is yet to be.
Dignity, then, is struggling so that dignity eventually be the world.
A world where all the worlds fit.
11 EZLN, message to Eric Jauffret, 10.6.1995.
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So dignity is and is something that needs to be created.
It is a path to travel.
Dignity is the tomorrow.
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This attempt to get closer to the meaning of dignity is at once simple and demanding. It is simple because it expresses values and aspirations that we, and many others, can easily recognise. And it is demanding because, so often, we are so far from realising them. The image of the path is a good one: It is something that has a starting-point where we are but demands the willingness to move beyond where we are.
What does this mean in practice? In the following, I will suggest some of the things it might mean in relation to the discussion around exclusion and participation. I will structure the discussion around the problem areas identified by the critics of participatory development. For each of these problems, I will attempt to identify how an emphasis on dignity might help us to approach the search for answers.
(De)politicisation should be rooted in the struggle for dignity
One of the strongest points of critique against mainstream participatory approaches concerns their failure to take sufficient account of the wider power dynamics that constrain the potential impact of participation at a local level. To counter this tendency, the critics suggest, participation needs to be re-politicised, 're-scaled' beyond the local 14 , and be part of struggles 'to gain participation not as a placatory gift from the powerful but as a genuine shift in the social and power structure of capitalist society' 15 .
Yet the connection between the insistence on dignity and the scale of the struggle is not as straightforward and unproblematic as it might seem. After all, the insistence on the need for large-scale change that has motivated -among others -many traditional Marxist/socialist struggles has often gone together with a disrespect for the dignity of real people. Taking dignity seriously means letting it 'replace imperialism as the point of In this sense, the attempt to incorporate a particular group of people into a general critique of -or movement against -'development', globalisation, or other 'grand narratives' can undermine the possibility of genuine participation. Even if it seems justified by an analysis of wider power structures, it can be as disrespectful as the instrumentalisation of 'participation' for agendas set elsewhere. precisely because of this that their full participation in taking this decision is so important.
If this is true, however, it becomes important to take a critical look at the question of whether and how people who have not themselves been marginalised or excluded -and who might not have to 'account with their life histories' for decisions taken in a context that is not theirs! -can play a legitimate role in struggles for participation. This is the theme of the following section.
'Outsiders' need to think very seriously about their own commitments
In the late 1960s, Samuel Ruiz, bishop of San Cristóbal in Chiapas, asked a commission of 30 indigenous elders to review the diocese's work with indigenous people. The results of their review were highly significant: Although the elders affirmed that they believed in the catechists' God -because 'it was a God of freedom' 20 -they raised three fundamental questions:
The first was whether the bishop's God could save only souls, or bodies too. The second was, if 'the Word of God is like a seed that is to be found everywhere, … can we not assume that these seeds are to be found where we live in the mountains and forests? … Why should we have to come to your centres, to your schools, to seek these seeds and harvest them? Why cannot we do it in our own communities?' Third, to the bishop and his missionaries, 'You have lived among us and shared our lives. We regard you as our brothers and sisters. Is it your desire to be our brothers and sisters for all The search for approaches that are appropriate to particular situations also raises questions about the ways in which participation should be structured, particularly for outsiders who are consciously trying to create opportunities for participation. What does an emphasis on dignity imply for the structure and organisation of participatory initiatives?
Participation should be real and effective
Despite their declared emphasis on flexibility, improvisation and experimentation, participatory approaches to development have been criticised for being too formulaic.
Thus it has been argued that in practice, their tendency to endorse formal arrangements and methodologies fails to take sufficient account of the complexities of real people's real lives. he suggests, 'can cause decisions to be made that are more risky, with which no one really agrees, or that rationalize harm to others, and it can be used consciously or otherwise to manipulate group members' ideological beliefs'.
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Are formal structures part of the problem or part of the solution? I would like to suggest that on this issue, too, it is worth thinking through what an emphasis on dignity might contribute to the debate. As far as the forms and fora of participation are concerned, dignity demands that participation be both real and effective -'real' in the sense of being meaningful to people's lives and concerns as well as serious and challenging, and 'effective' in terms of its (foreseeable) capacity to fulfil its declared functions.
Clearly, participatory approaches that disregard the existence and importance of informal everyday processes are in danger of becoming less relevant than they aim to be.
On the other hand, though, it is important to acknowledge that the 'tyranny of structurelessness' 25 can be as serious as the 'tyranny of structure'. Participation built on personal relationships and informal networks is likely to generate its own exclusions, both of people and of important issues and concerns. It is worth recalling Freeman's insistence that 'structurelessness' becomes a way of masking power… For everyone to have the opportunity to be involved … the structure must be explicit, not implicit.
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The important point here is that any decision -including that to avoid a decision -on the structures of participation has consequences for who participates, how they do it, and In this context, it is interesting to consider the potential role of research on deliberative and participatory processes. Cooke's critique of 'participatory development' is partly based on the observation that the results of existing research have not been used to inform current practices of 'participation for the poor':
[T]he poor of the world, particularly but not exclusively those in 'developing countries', are the victims of a disciplinary bias: put simply, the rich get social psychology, the poor get participatory development. … The absence of social psychology from participatory development … identifies it as yet another technology used with the Third World without the care and concern that would be expected elsewhere.
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Clearly, participation driven by respect for the dignity of potential participants -poor or not -would avoid this kind of bias. It would be committed to learning from failure and success. It would avoid practices and approaches that have been shown not to work or to be counter-productive.
Nevertheless, the suggestion that using research from social psychology and elsewhere to 'design' participatory initiatives is the best way of respecting the participants' dignity may turn out to be problematic in itself: Knowledge of the effects that different 'designs' of participation are likely to produce puts those who have such knowledge in a position of power vis-à-vis (other) participants. It gives them the opportunity to choose particular approaches and thus to influence, if not to determine, the outcomes of participatory initiatives. Political Studies, vol. 50, no. 1 (2002), pp. 102-116. At one level, this is an issue for would-be 'catalysts for democracy' 29 (including academics): The most obvious way of using their knowledge of participatory processes to encourage processes compatible with respect for the dignity of participants seems to be through sharing that knowledge with those participants wherever possible, even if this means giving up some of their own power.
Even more importantly, however, -and particularly where those who initiate 'participation' are less open about their rationale and ultimate agenda -it is an issue for participants themselves: How can they resist the potential for manipulation, domination, and undemocratic outcomes that is likely to be present in most experiences of participation?
Here again, I would suggest that a focus on dignity might help. This is the theme of the next section.
Dignified participation is demanding
A conscious affirmation of dignity may be one of the most important antidotes to the potential problems of 'participation' -and one that is particularly important where the But the tomorrow cannot be if it is not for all, for those who we are and for those who are other.
What does this mean for participation? Fundamentally, it means that participation that is rooted in the affirmation of dignity is demanding, both of 'ourselves' and of 'the other'.
For people who have been marginalised, the affirmation of their own dignity -
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'recognition of what we are and respect for what we are' -is a difficult but necessary starting-point. In a first sense, then, participation demands the affirmation of one's own dignity. It is likely that such an affirmation acts as an antidote to manipulation, forms of 'consensus' that do not actually reflect what participants really think, and the instrumentalisation of participation for other agendas.
The implications of basing participation on dignity, however, go beyond the affirmation of one's own dignity: 'for there to be dignity the other is necessary'. This, too, is demanding. It demands commitment to a genuine search for solutions that respect the other as well as 'ourselves'. It demands an alertness to the possibility that decisions may 'rationalize harm to others', and it demands a conscious effort to avoid 'groupthink'.
None of these demands are easy. The emphasis on dignity demands a high degree of responsibility and commitment of the participants, both to themselves and to others.
As the above discussion has shown, realising processes of participation that are rooted in dignity -particularly in a wider context of inequality and exclusion -is far from easy.
This, if nothing else, raises serious questions about the inherent goodness of actual 'participation'. As I have pointed out, the critics have suggested that the moralistic dichotomy between participation and non-participation may be overly simplistic…
Participation is not inherently good
Dignified participation needs certain conditions: The 'right' degree of politicisation, a commitment to serious engagement, the recognition of the dignity of all participants, and procedures that ensure that both participation itself and any outcomes reached are real and effective. In the absence of these conditions, the refusal to participate might defend the ideal of genuine participation better than 'participation' itself.
The problem, of course, is that actual opportunities for dialogue between people who have been marginalised or excluded and the powerful are unlikely ever to come close to fulfilling the conditions that would qualify them as 'participation with justice and dignity'. The implications of genuine dialogue may turn out to be more than a system that is ultimately based on the assertion of power can bear. If perfect participation is impossible, however, the really difficult question is this: Where is the cut-off point beyond which the rejection of 'participation' is the only way of affirming the idea of meaningful participation?
The difficulty of deciding these questions erodes the straightforward dichotomy between participation and non-participation, inclusion and exclusion. Against this background, it is too simplistic 'to link participation with social responsibility, to characterize non-participation as irresponsible' 30 -or even to be sure that 'participation' is necessarily the most appropriate response to inequality and marginalisation. Yet if it is too easy to celebrate 'participation' as the cure for social exclusion, it is similarly dangerous to dismiss it as 'tyranny'. If this is true -if we can no longer rely on the dichotomy -we need a different basis from which to evaluate instances of (non)participation.
Holloway argues that the key to the Zapatista project is the moment in which 'dignity replaces imperialism as the point of departure of theoretical reflection' 31 . I would like to suggest that it might be similarly fruitful to let dignity replace 'participation' as the point of departure of theoretical reflection. In this paper, I have tried to draw out some of the implications this might have for the way we approach issues of participation. Perhaps the main one is this: Participation is not good because and insofar as it is participation, but because and in so far as it is a way of affirming dignity and struggling for justice. The experiences of the Zapatistas suggest that rooting participation in the struggle for justice and dignity is far from easy. And yet, what matters in the end is not whether it is easy but whether it is worthwhile.
Participation 'with justice and dignity' is difficult and demanding -and it does not carry a guarantee of success -, but is participation without any better than tyranny?
30 Cleaver, 'Limitations of Participatory Approaches', p. 48. 31 Holloway, 'La revuelta de la dignidad', p. 12.
